
UNIT 12: JOBS

Name:______________________________________   Level:____________

DIFFERENT JOBS

   People work in different jobs, such as farmer, vet, cook or teacher. 
Jobs can be classified in three groups: Jobs in the field, jobs in 
factories and services jobs.

JOBS IN FIELD

    

                              AGRICULTURE                           ANIMAL CARE

Farmers work in fields to get vegetables.     Farmers breed animals.

    

   

                              

                     FISHING

Fishermen work in the sea to catch fishes.

1. Complete the chart with the words from the box. 

HUSBANDRY

AGRICULTURE ANIMAL CARE FISHING
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JOBS IN FACTORIES

                 

In  factories people work to make products,  such as clothes o  cars.
They use machines and computers.

SERVICIES JOBS

                  

Many people work to help and take care of others. Teachers, nurses, 
doctors, police officer, firefighter…..

2.  Answer the questions:

a) In which jobs people work with animals and plants?

______________________________________________

b) What are the jobs in which people work taking care of others?

______________________________________________

c) In which jobs people work with machines?

_______________________________________________
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3. Match the picture with the correct word.

            

JOBS IN FACTORIES      JOBS IN FIELDS        SERVICES JOBS

                                   

4. Complete the sentences with the words from the box.

a)  In _________________ people work to make products. They 
use machines and computers. They are _______ in factories.

b)  People who take care of others work in ___________ jobs. 
They are;teachers, _____________, doctors….

c) Animal care and __________ belong to the jobs in the field 
group.
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      JOBS        SERVICES       FACTORIES      NURSE      FISHING
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TYPES OF COMMERCE

    There are many different types of shops in our neighbourhood;
Supermarket, shops and shopping mall. They sell many products.
Customers buy the products at the shops.

Can you guess what these shops are?

              

_______________________________________         _____________________________________________

       

_______________________________________           ___________________________________________
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5. Choose the correct answer:

a) In  this  place  there  are  many  shops,  restaurants,  and  also  a
cinema:  

 SUPERMARKET/ SHOP /SHOPPING MALL

b) It is big and you can buy all kind of food.

SUPERMARKET/ SHOP /SHOPPING MALL

c) It is small and it is specialized in some products.

SUPERMARKET/ SHOP /SHOPPING MALL

6.  Translate the following words:

  Agriculture ►

  Fishing ►

  Animal care ►

  Clothes ►

  Cars ►

  Teacher ►

  Nurse ►

  Firefighter ►

  Machines ►

  Supermarket ►

  Shopping mall ►

  Shop ►

  Neighbourhood  ►
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